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• CONSTRUCTION'S FUTURE 

 Increasing size of projects & Organizations 

 Increasing technological complexity &  more complex 

interdependencies & Variations in the relationships among its 

organization Institution 

 Rapid Increase of  regulations. 
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At the project level: 

• Integration of design, procurement and 
construction into one total process. 

• Shortage of resources.  

• Management must cope with new economic 
and cultural realities  resulting form inflation, 
energy shortage  and new societal 
standards. 

• Success will require the fullest 
understanding of all facets of the 
construction Industry.  
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THE NATURE OF THE CONSTRUCTION 

INDUSTRY: 

 Very large = 10% of GNP  

 1/2 million construction firms  

 Intensely competitive 

  Service industry because it does not accumulate significant 
amount of capital  

 Success or failure dependant on qualities of workers rather 
than technology 

 Construction is highly fragmented and divisive 

 Relatively has trivial technological advances 

 Construction industry is custom-oriented 
 Do not benefit much of mass production  
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• Why construction is fragmented? 
– Each of its elements-designers, constructors, 

regulators, consumers, suppliers, crafts-can be highly 
skilled in its own area, yet there is little general 
perspective on how all the pieces fit together. 

– There really   no central focus 

• There are reluctance to invest in the industry as a 
results in part  because advances in  construction  
tend  to  develop  from  innovations,  or ''better  
ideas." Most  of  these cannot  be protected  by  
either  secrecy  or  patents,  and  therefore 
disseminate rapidly through  the industry 
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• The construction industry, as a whole, cannot 
significantly  influence the demand for its 
output or control the supply.  

• The consequent instability of demand thus 
dominates everything. 

• This is due to: 
– Seasonality 

– Amplified  reaction  to basic  business and 
economic  cycles 

– Lack  of mobility  of resources(much work in some 
regions at the same time that others are suffering 
localized recessions) 
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* Construction has many characteristics  

   common to both manufacturing and  

   service industries 

Like MANF Physical products  

Like SERV  Small assets  

Like SERV  Dependent on the qualities 

of its people  

Very poor in research (<1% of revenue) 

compared to 10%-20% in electronics 
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TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS: 

Residential Construction 

Building Construction 

Heavy Engineering Construction 

Industrial Construction 

A) In Developed Countries (USA) 
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Residential Construction 
 Single Family Home 

 Town Houses 

 High rise Towers 

 Residential construction account for 30-35% of 
construction expenditure 

 Largely financed by private sector 

 Supply and demand are heavily impacted by 
government regulations  

 A few very large firms but large number of very small 
firms. 

 Due to demand instability, there is high rate of business 
failure 
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• Designs are generally done by either 
architects, home designers, or the builders 
themselves, and construction is usually 
handled by either independent contractors or 
developer-builders. 

• Traditional construction has been field-labor-
intensive, with on site band fabrication and 
installation of literally thousands of pieces per 
dwelling unit. 
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Building/Institutional Construction 
 Schools 
 Universities 
 Hospitals 
 Mosques 
 Commercial office towers 
 Theaters 
 Government building 
 Warehouses 
 This sector account for 35-40% of construction expenditure 
 The scope and technology used is much larger and more 

complex than residential 
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• Most of these structures are financed and built 
by the private sector of the economy. Design is 
typically coordinated by architects working 
together with engineering specialists for the 
structural, mechanical, and electrical subsystems. 

• Construction is usually coordinated by general 
contractors or construction managers, who, in 
tum, subcontract substantial portions of the work 
to specialty firms.  
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Heavy Engineering Construction 

 Dams 
 Tunnels 
 Bridges 
 Railways 
 Highways 
 Airports and harbors 
 Pipelines 
 Water and wastewater constructions 
 Account for 20-25% of construction expenditure 
 Equipment intensive 
 Publicly financed 
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• Both the design and construction phases of  
heavy construction  are primarily   the domain of 
civil engineers, though almost all disciplines play 
important roles. 

• The construction phase is much more equipment-
intensive,. 

• Construction is by competitive open bidding.  

• Construction contractors require much greater 
expertise in engineering and geology than do 
those in building and residential construction. 
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Industrial Construction 

 Petroleum refineries 
 Fuel plants & Fossil fuel 
 Nuclear power plants 
Mining 
 Steel mills & Aluminum plants 
 Large heavly manufacturing plants 
 account for 5-10% of construction expenditure 
 All phases of the projects are handled by the same firm 

on a negotiated design and built contract 
 Large amount of highly complex mechanical, electrical 

process piping works. 
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• Both design and construction require the 
highest levels of  engineering  expertise, from 
not only civil, but also chemical, electrical, 
mechanical, and other disciplines 

• The design-constructors must be familiar with 
the technology and operations of the facility 
from the owner's point  of view. 
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Buildings 

Infra Structure: 

Electro mechanical works 

B) In Gaza strip 

Roads 

Water-related 

Waste water 

Water supply 
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EVOLUTION OF ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

TO THE MANAGEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION: 

(1) Owners : achieve the best value  

                              of money 

(2) Contractors : Bid low enough to win  

                              Bid high enough to profit 

(3) Workers : Better living standards  

                              and working conditions 

Modifications of Traditional concepts 

18 

Traditional construction practices fell under increasing economic 

pressures from three separate, broad groups 
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• In building and light industrial work, private 
owners increasingly realized  the importance  of  
the time value  of money  in the construction 
process.  

• The emergence of the design-construct  
engineer-contractor,  and  the negotiated 
contract with a selected general  contractor  for  
architect-designed  projects,  were  two  
developments  that  fulfilled  a need  to shorten  
the  overall elapsed. 
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• Public and  institutional  work, until  recently,  
use the  traditional method,  employing a 
separate designer and  a lump-sum contractor.  

• Today many of the largest rapid transit, 
wastewater and other public projects are 
utilizing program and construction managers 
to plan and help  manage the work using a 
phased  schedule with overlapping  design and  
construction  contracts. 
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Heavy and Highway  Traditional  

Bldg. & Industrial  Design – construct  

negotiated contract (cost 

plus fixed fees ) to shorten 

overall contract period 

Public Owners  Traditional  
Except  
Rapid Transit & 

Wastewater  

Private Owners  non-traditional  
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